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ABSTRACT
The recent application of neural network algorithms to problems
in gravitational-wave physics invites the study of how best to build
production-ready applications on top of them. By viewing neural
networks not as standalone models, but as components or functions
in larger data processing pipelines, we can apply lessons learned
from both traditional software development practices as well as
successful deep learning applications from the private sector. This
paper highlights challenges presented by straightforward but naïve
deployment strategies for deep learning models, and identifies solu-
tions to them gleaned from these sources. It then presents HERMES,
a library of tools for implementing these solutions, and describes
how HERMES is being used to develop a particular deep learning
application which will be deployed during the next data collection
run of the International Gravitational-Wave Observatories.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing→ Physics; • Computing methodologies
→ Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The last several years have witnessed an explosion in the appli-
cation of deep learning algorithms to problems in the physical
sciences [17–19, 27, 30]. Gravitational-wave physics has proven to
be especially fertile ground for this research [19, 26], where efficient,
low-latency detection and parameterization of gravitational-wave
events [4, 9] has the potential to enable a host of discoveries during
the next data collection run of the observatories of the Interna-
tional Gravitational-Wave Observatory Network (IGWN), referred
to as Observing Run 4 (O4) [2, 5, 25]. However, much of this work
has focused primarily on showing as a proof-of-concept that deep
learning could supplant various existing modelling techniques in
gravitational-wave analysis, with less attention to more practical
questions about how this ecosystem of models, deep learning and
otherwise, might work together to power real discoveries during
O4.

This research has emerged in a decade in which deep learn-
ing has been shown more broadly to achieve state-of-the-art re-
sults in fields such as computer vision [36, 37], natural language
processing [22, 31], generative modelling [33], and complex game
playing [13, 28]. However, for much of this time, private sector
applications of deep learning suffered the same curse of "AI for
AI’s sake" [6], with only a handful of the largest companies de-
ploying production deep learning applications at scale. However,
recent years have witnessed a growth of mature deep learning
applications powered by the emerging field of machine learning
operations (MLOps) [7]. This field seeks to develop a set of tools and
best practices which reduce the overhead associated with responsi-
bly training, testing, and deploying deep learning applications [32].
These practices in turn enable domain experts in novel fields to
replace hand-crafted functions with off-the-shelf neural networks
in new or existing applications, taking advantage of improved per-
formance, real-time inference capabilities, or simplified engineering
with a minimum of friction. While there remains much work to be
done to establish if and how deep learning algorithms will fit into
the data processing pipelines of large-scale physics experiments
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alongside or in place of more traditional models, their clear suc-
cess on other problems and promising results in this space thus far
suggest that studying these practices in this context is worthwhile.

In this work, we describe the key challenges we faced in de-
veloping a deep learning-based application in the context of the
IGWN. We then identify how emerging software and infrastructure
tools can address these challenges, highlighting available off-the-
shelf components when applicable. We also outline how the unique
constraints of the gravitational-wave data analysis problem and
computing environment demand more custom solutions, and intro-
duce HERMES, a library of open-sourced tools designed to make
these solutions available to practitioners more generally. Finally,
we conclude by describing a deep learning application built on top
of these tools which will be in deployment in O4, taking advantage
of modern MLOps practices to more quickly take novel ideas into
production with higher degrees of confidence in their expected
behavior.

2 BACKGROUND
We begin by briefly providing background on the IGWN data pro-
cessing setting more generally, as well as on the specific problem
within it to which we have applied deep learning. LIGO [2, 23]
consists of two ground-based detectors located in the United States
whose purpose is to detect minuscule fluctuations in the fabric
of spacetime called gravitational waves. In conjuction with the
Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector (KAGRA) in Japan [8, 35]
and the Virgo interferometer in Italy[5], these observatories will
begin a joint fourth run of observation, the O4 run, in early 2023
with the hope of detecting and characterizing gravitational wave
events with unparalleled sensitivity and precision [3]. The ability to
perform this detection and characterization at low-latency will be
critical to the use of these observatories as early-warning triggers
for follow-up by observatories of other cosmic messengers such as
electromagnetic radiation, cosmic rays, and neutrinos. Comparison
of measurements across these disparate modalities from the same
events, referred to asmulti-messenger astrophysics (MMA), will help
deliver a slew of new insights during O4[14].

The detectors in these observatories use very finely-calibrated
lasers tomeasure timeseries of a unitless quantity called gravitational-
wave strain, denoted ℎ(𝑡). However, the delicate calibration on
which the detector’s sensitivity relies is constantly disturbed by
factors from the environment surrounding its instruments [10, 38].
In order to mitigate the influence of these environmental condi-
tions, sensors are deployed to monitor them so that the timeseries
measured by these witness channels can be used to predict the cor-
responding noise observed in the strain channel. DeepClean [29]
attempts to model this mapping from witnesses to noise using a
neural network in order to capture non-linear couplings between
the channels in real-time in order to meet the demands of MMA.

The architecture underlying DeepClean follows a convolutional
autoencoder-like structure, mapping finite-length snapshots or ker-
nels of the 𝑘 witness timeseries to a kernel of predicted witnessed
noise of the same length. Because DeepClean encodes entirely local
information, the size of the kernel 𝑙 is not fixed and can be chosen
as an inference-time parameter to trade off between compute and
prediction quality. Moreover, the rate at which these kernels are
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Figure 1: Performing inference with DeepClean. (a) Deep-
Clean maps from finite-length snapshots or kernels of wit-
ness timeseries to a kernel of the same length representing a
prediction of the witnessed noise in the strain channel at that
same snapshot. (b) Kernels are sampled from the timeseries
at some fixed frequency 𝑟 ≤ 𝑓𝑠 , the sample rate of the data.
If 1

𝑟 < 𝑙 , there will be overlap between the input and output
kernels. (c) Overlapping predictions are averaged over a fixed
number of kernels in order to improve prediction quality,
introducing latency as future data is generated with which
to average.

sampled from the timeseries is another inference-time parameter,
which we refer to as the inference sampling rate 𝑟 (not to be con-
fused with the rate 𝑓𝑠 at which the timeseries itself is sampled). If
the inference sampling rate is high compared to the length of the
kernel, 1𝑟 < 𝑙 , there will be overlap between the input and output
kernels as depicted in figure 1.
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3 MOTIVATION
While the original DeepClean inference implementation which pro-
duced the results outlined in [29] proved itself capable of adding
value to the noise subtraction problem, it also made several mod-
elling and software decisions which do not lend themselves to the
online deployment scenario required by a real-time production ap-
plication. In this section, we outline some of these difficulties and
show how they lead to a new set of infrastructure tools as solutions.

3.1 Inference-as-a-Service
A production DeepClean application is fundamentally a data pro-
cessing pipeline charged with removing environmental noise from
a streaming timeseries of strain data. As one of its components,
this application makes use of an inference function which it uses
to map from witness noise timeseries to an estimated noise time-
series in a “black-box” fashion. The rest of the application encodes
logic about how to load and prepare data to feed this inference
function, and how to turn its outputs into a physically significant
timeseries which can be subtracted from the raw strain channel.
That the inference function leverages a neural network, rather than
a more explicitly modelled function, is a detail to which the physics
encoded in the cleaning application ought to be agnostic.

The most straightforward way to take a trained DeepClean net-
work and use it in an application is to load it into the application’s
memory and use it to perform inference locally. However, this
intuitive approach has several drawbacks, outlined in figure 2a.
Coordinating the distribution of the piece of software which a de-
ployed neural network represents leads to inconsistent results as
users become out of sync with one another and the latest changes
to the model. Moreover, the deep learning software stack is complex
and places a non-trivial burden on users to gain familiarity with
the requisite libraries and high-performance compute techniques in
order to effectively leverage expensive heterogeneous computing
resources, to which they may not even have easy access. All of these
issues are made combinatorially more difficult in even slightly more
complex scenarios that involve utilizing multiple neural networks
which leverage different software frameworks.

Perhaps more importantly in the physical sciences, gaining fa-
miliarity with deep learning techniques and software involves a
significant investment of time in skills which may be orthogonal
to a practitioner’s field of interest. While some physicists may find
gaining this expertise valuable, requiring it as a price of admis-
sion for any user will deter adoption of important algorithms and
ultimately hamper discoveries. Good deep learning inference im-
plementations ought to extricate these details from the applications
that leverage them in order to allow the physicists building them
to focus on their domains of expertise.

A popular emerging paradigm to address these difficulties is
the inference-as-a-service (IaaS) model, in which inference is per-
formed by an off-the-shelf application which can efficiently sched-
ule asynchronous, framework-agnostic inference executions across
heterogeneous hardware platforms [15]. An IaaS deployment is
illustrated in figure 2b, with a centralized model repository keeping
all users in-sync and up-to-date. Instead of making local inference
calls, pipelines send gRPC inference requests to the service using
standardized APIs which abstract the implementation details of the

inference execution itself. One such IaaS application is NVIDIA’s
Triton Inference Server1, which is well optimized for GPU perfor-
mance and supports multiple framework backends as well as model
ensembling. By deploying Triton via software containers, we are
able to wrap up the inference portion of our cleaning application
as a self-contained, portable black-box which is usable by both our
application and other users.

While Triton helped to massively simplify the deployment of a
trained DeepClean model, it introduced new issues as well. Triton
expects the model repository from which it loads the models it ex-
poses for inference to follow a strict structure, which involves a fair
amount of systematic hand coding (boilerplate) to ensure that new
entries and versions are added to the repository in the appropri-
ate fashion. Moreover, it relies on configuration files implemented
as protocol buffers, whose programming involves non-Pythonic
syntax and requires information that can often be dynamically in-
ferred from the model itself, resulting in more boilerplate. Triton’s
client APIs also suffer from these boilerplate issues, especially when
implementing the streaming inference required by DeepClean’s
caching model outlined in section 5.3. Components of the hermes
library discussed in section 4 were built to address these issues
in order to more smoothly export and make requests to new or
retrained models.

3.2 Online deployment
While an IaaS deployment solved the problems in our pipeline sur-
rounding deep learning inference, other components still needed to
be updated to reflect the online inference scenario. In the original
offline inference scenario, each segment in the timeseries of Deep-
Clean’s noise predictions is produced by averaging over predictions
made on that segment by all kernels, including those which contain
data from the future. Moreover, it performs forward and bandpass
filtering over the entire timeseries of noise predictions before sub-
tracting it from the strain timeseries. Online inference, however,
has a much higher sensitivity to additional latency incurred wait-
ing for future data to materialize, and as such requires different
modelling choices. At first, our instinct was to neglect averaging al-
together and filter using only past data in order to minimize latency.
However, these choices produced vastly different results than those
made in the offline scenario, results which introduced more noise
than they removed.

In contrast, we can average and bandpass filter over some, but
not all, future data to gain higher quality predictions in exchange
for some latency. This amount of data, along with the optimal kernel
length 𝑙 and inference sampling rate 𝑟 , amount to parameters of a
broaderModel being optimized, of which the DeepClean neural net-
work model is but a component. A more complex, truly production-
ready application that involves network retraining will also have
to optimize parameters deciding how frequently to retrain, how to
select or search over retraining hyperparameters, which layers of
the network to retrain, and which metrics and thresholds to use to
decide whether a retrained network is ready for deployment. It will
also need to make decisions about how to handle dropped witness
channels, shifting data distributions, and other as-yet-unforeseen
eventualities which might impact the quality of its cleaned output.

1https://github.com/triton-inference-server/server
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Figure 2: (a) A traditional deployment scenario in which individual users manage their own software and hardware resources.
Inconsistencies in libraries and dependencies as well as model versions lead to inconsistent results. Reduced computational
demands of inference lead to hardware under-utilization, represented by green rectangles on each node. More complex
deployment scenarios require leveraging multiple networks utilizing multiple framework backends, exacerbating existing
issues. (b) Inference-as-a-service deployment standardizes inference across all users and coordinates complex concurrent
execution of models, saturating hardware compute capacity in a way that is portable and scalable.

Good MLOps infrastructure reduces the overhead required to
deploy novel ideas in controlled environments that look like the
true test environment, and evaluate them using metrics that look
like the true test metrics. This allows us to optimize the Model as
a whole, rather than one of its components at some fixed point in
time, and formalize contractual obligations to downstream users
by creating confident estimates of performance on the true test
distribution [12, 24]. Moreover, adopting good MLOps practices
like versioning experiments and automating their deployment via
continuous integration (CI) ensures that results are repeatable, com-
parable, and conclusive [32].

4 HERMES
In order to simplify the development of applications that implement
the ideas outlined in Section 3, we have developed a set of Python
libraries collectively called hermes [20]. These libraries provide
simple, intuitive interfaces for executing many of the tasks sur-
rounding deep learning deployment, including model export and
acceleration, asynchronous data processing and inference request
generation, and cloud-based resource provisioning and deployment.
Taken together, the hermes libraries are intended to provide the
building blocks on which higher-level, problem-specific abstrac-
tions can be built to further streamline the process of deploying
deep learning-based applications. Section 5 outlines how our pro-
duction DeepClean deployment realizes this potential.

4.1 The HERMES libraries
HERMES consists of multiple sub-libraries, each with their own
dedicated functionality and corresponding dependencies, allowing

users to pick and choose which libraries they need in order to
keep their deployments lightweight. In this section, we will briefly
describe the purpose of the most relevant libraries, and leave more
detailed information to their documentation.

4.1.1 hermes.cloudbreak. The cloudbreak library contains tools
for provisioning Kubernetes clusters and virtual machines on pri-
vate clouds and deploying workloads onto those computational
resources. While support only currently exists for Google Cloud,
the intent of the library is to be written in such a way that the
user interface is agnostic to the actual cloud backend. Moreover, by
using Python contexts to deploy resources, we can ensure that any
resources are spun-down once jobs are complete so that unneces-
sary costs are not incurred. cloudbreak is not currently used as
part of the DeepClean production pipeline, but will form a critical
part of future large-scale offline experiments.

4.1.2 hermes.quiver. The quiver library is used to reduce the
user-written boilerplate associated with exporting a model for use
with Triton outlined in section 3.1. It takes care of structuring
and exporting models to your model repositories, either locally
or in the cloud, and uses the in-memory version of your model
to extract all the necessary metadata to build the associated con-
figuration file Triton expects. It can also automatically facilitate
the conversion of models from common frameworks like Torch
to the accelerated inference library TensorRT2, and has utilities
for quickly constructing model ensembles and exposing input and
output server-side caching models for minimizing data transfer in
streaming use cases. This latter functionality allows us to perform
2https://developer.nvidia.com/tensorrt
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Figure 3: (a) A production DeepClean deployment. The inference service hosts production and development versions of the
model, with the development model being moved into production once its performance has been validated on the live data
stream. Newmodels are produced at a fixed cadence or in response to instrument interruptions in order to keep the model up-to-
date with nonstationary data distributions. Cleaned data are written to shared directories to be made available to downstream
users via automated data distribution mechanisms. (b) DeepClean offline experimentation structure. Each component of the
production application is run in serial in containers hosting the experimental version of the code. The test data used to validate
one version of the model is used to train the next version. The cleaned strain produced at each model testing is consumed by a
validation application which produces a publishable document containing experimental results and analyses for discussion in
the corresponding pull request.

online averaging of DeepClean’s outputs on the server-side, stream-
ing back non-overlapping averaged predictions for each segment
and avoiding the drawbacks of the “fully online” inference scenario
depicted in figure 14 of [21]. More information on this will be given
in section 5.3.

4.1.3 hermes.stillwater. One of the benefits of leveraging a
dedicated inference service is that it allows the deep learning infer-
ence step of a pipeline to execute asynchronously from the other
steps, increasing the total throughput capacity. stillwater helps
client pipelines take advantage of this by offering a PipelineProcess
class which simplifies implementing data loading and pre- and post-
processing steps as asynchronous processes which communicate
via pipes. It also provides a InferenceClient subclass which ad-
dresses some more of the boilerplate referenced in section 3.1 by dy-
namically inferring the names, shapes, and datatypes of the inputs
expected by a given network for making asynchronous streaming
requests.

5 DEEPCLEAN IN PRODUCTION
5.1 Deployment Outline
Figure 3a illustrates the functionality of a fully production-ready
DeepClean application. Application components are deployed with
containers via Singularity [11] and orchestrated via Singularity
Compose [34]. Because of the real-time demands of this application,

all components are deployed on the same node at each detector
site in order to minimize communication latency. Raw witness
and strain data are made available in 1-second increments in a
shared drive through automated gravitational-wave data distribu-
tion mechanisms. Cleaned strain data is written to similar shared
drives in order to leverage the same distribution mechanisms for
downstream users.

After the network is fine-tuned on new data in order to keep up
with nonstationary data distributions, it is accelerated via TensorRT,
and deployed as a development version on the inference service
via hermes.quiver. A secondary data processing stream in the
cleaning pipeline, implemented with hermes.stillwater, writes
data cleaned using this development model to a local directory.
A monitoring service measures metrics of interest on both the
production and development data, ensuring that the production
deployment is maintaining adequate performance and publishing
its metrics to an internal site at a fixed cadence. It also validates
the performance of the development model and ensures that it
can meet established standards. Once this is validated, the current
production model is retired to cold storage and the development
model is moved into production.

5.2 Offline development
Novel additions to the DeepClean analysis pipeline will require
thorough validation in an environment which replicates the full
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Figure 4: Triton deployment ensemble. A snapshotter model
maintains the state of each active timeseries’ most recent
input kernel, while an aggregator model maintains the as-
sociated online average of DeepClean predictions on over-
lapping segments. Inference requests contain only updates
to the existing state, and are associated with a unique se-
quence identifier which Triton uses to perform the correct
update. Multiple DeepClean instances are hosted on the in-
ference service to perform concurrent inference on different
sequences and kernels from the same sequence simultane-
ously, helping to saturate GPU utilization. States for both the
snapshotter and aggregator models are initialized to 0 for
new sequences. If no states are available, new sequences are
queued until an existing occupied state times out or sends
a “sequence end” flag with its request. Aggregated outputs
have the same length as input requests, but with a time delay
between their initial timestamp created by the aggregation
process.

test-time deployment scenario and which computes those met-
rics which represent DeepClean’s contractual obligations to down-
stream users. Experiments which test these hypothesized additions
are deployed automatically to the International Gravitational Wave
Network Computing Grid (IGWN Grid) via the methods outlined in
section 5.5, which allows these experiments to be versioned along-
side the code which implements them. Figure 3b illustrates what
such an experiment might look like, executing the asynchronous
steps performed by the various DeepClean application components
in serial to aid debugging and analysis, and automating the mea-
surement of performance metrics. Many such pipelines may be
run during a single experiment to optimize over the set of relevant
hyperparameters. In this case, the pipeline should be run again on

a held-out segment of data using the optimized hyperparameters
to validate algorithm performance.

5.3 Streaming inference
As described in [21], the streaming nature of gravitational-wave
data complicates the use of inference services. Overlapping data
in both the input and output kernels introduces extra data trans-
fer overhead which is linear in the inference sampling rate 𝑟 . At
sufficiently high values of 𝑟 , this overhead becomes the dominant
source of inference latency.

Figure 4 illustrates how this issue is resolved in the production
inference server deployment. The hermes.quiver library is used
to construct a Triton ensemble with a “snapshotter” model up front
which maintains the most recent kernel for a given timeseries as
a state on the server associated with a specific sequence identifier.
Inference requests are sent containing only new data which is used
to update this state. Triton routes the update to the appropriate state
using a sequence identifier attached to the request. This updated
kernel is passed to a pool of DeepClean inference instances, which
Triton manages to perform concurrent inference so that subsequent
kernels can be inferred upon simultaneously. This is critical to our
use case because the 1-second increments in which data is made
available means that we can stream updates to the inference service
faster than inference can be performed on them.

The one extension we make here beyond the work outlined in
[21] is that rather than adopting a fully online inference scheme
to address the data transfer bottleneck, we implement another
stateful model in the ensemble which maintains an online average
of DeepClean’s predictions on overlapping segments. This allows
us to take advantage of the higher quality cleans associated with
averaged predictions, without transferring redundant data. This
aggregator model streams back update-sized segments of data once
they have averaged over a fixed number of DeepClean predictions.
This necessarily introduces some aggregation latency _ between
the initial timestamp of the inference request which triggered the
inference, and that of the inference response which gets streamed
back, since the segment of data with the request’s initial timestamp
has not averaged over enough predictions yet.

5.4 Environment management
Managing the software environments in which these experiments
are executed is nontrivial. We use Poetry3 to manage most de-
pendencies due to its ease of use for projects with the monorepo
structure that DeepClean has adopted. For projects like this, Poetry
makes it easy to manage local libraries with editable installs to
accelerate the development process. However, there are packages
for reading and writing files specific to gravitational-wave analysis
that are only installable via Anaconda [1]. Keeping track of how
and when to leverage these different environment management
tools is onerous and decreases the repeatability of environment
builds as different methods of reconciling them are employed.

To address this, we have built a command line utility pinto4

which alleviates these difficulties by automatically using a project’s
configuration to decide how to create and manage its corresponding

3https://github.com/python-poetry/poetry
4https://github.com/ML4GW/pinto
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Figure 5: DeepClean development cycle. Pull requests automatically deploy experiments on the LIGO Data Grid so that they are
versioned along with the code that implements them. Analysis of novel results is deployed to a public web page for discussion
and comment. Accepted changes are reflected in the deployment containers on a fixed release cadence. A container deployment
service from the Open Science Grid publishes latest releases to production nodes.

software environment and execute its commands inside of it. Pinto’s
development cycle is managed separately from both HERMES and
DeepClean to be able to service both training and deployment for
other deep learning-based gravitational-wave analysis projects. It
is built and packaged as a container by leveraging GitHub’s contin-
uous deployment (CD) tools, and is used for unit testing DeepClean
components. This container image is also used as the base image
on top of which several of DeepClean’s production containers are
built, each of which is pinned to a specific version to ensure the
asynchronous development cycles don’t disrupt DeepClean’s func-
tionality.

5.5 Development Cycle
Figure 5 depicts the development cycle of the production DeepClean
application. Bug fixes, feature additions, and new ML research take
place in branches forked from an upstream development branch.
Once a forked branch opens a pull request to the development
branch, GitHub’s CI tools use the Pinto container to test the code
then submit the relevant experiment as a job or set of jobs (e.g.
for hyperparameter searching) on the IGWN Grid. A local version
of the Pinto container which matches the version used for testing
executes the steps of the experiment on the IGWN Grid. The ex-
periment’s results and analysis are passed back as an HTML file to
the CI job which publishes them to the GitHub Page5 of the forked
repository to facilitate discussion on the merits of the changes.
Once there is consensus among the repository maintainers as to

5https://pages.github.com/

whether to accept or reject the proposed changes, the pull request
is merged or closed, respectively. A merged pull request will then
trigger the same CI steps for DeepClean’s standard experiments,
which may have been changed or augmented in the pull request.
The results of the experiment are published to the upstream reposi-
tory’s documentation hosted on its GitHub Page so that the latest
information is always available to users.

The development branch is merged into the main branch at a
fixed cadence, with each new merge triggering a new release of
the production containers. These containers are also published to
GitHub’s container repository, thenmade available on our dedicated
node on the IGWN Grid via Open Science Grid’s[16] container sync
service6. The two latest versions of each container are always made
available on the IGWN Grid, in case unexpected bugs force us to
roll back to a previous stable version. Once new containers become
available, the service is restarted to leverage the new software.

6 CONCLUSION
We have outlined in this work the requirements of a production-
ready, real-time deep learning application in the context of gravita-
tional wave analysis. We have outlined how existing off-the-shelf
tools for constructing such an application are insufficient to meet
the demands of a robust development ecosystem, and have de-
scribed an open-sourced set of tools we have built to address these
difficulties. Finally, we have described how these tools are being

6https://github.com/opensciencegrid/cvmfs-singularity-sync
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used to deploy a mature application for performing noise subtrac-
tion during the O4 data collection run of the IGWN observatories.

While several of the components of this application are still
under development, we hope that by releasing the application and
relevant tools in the open-source we can both facilitate similar work
by our peers and leverage their contributions to realize a more
robust system. In the longer term, our secondary goal is to deploy a
cloud-based DeepClean inference application that can be requested
by arbitrary authorized users in order to integrate more tightly
into downstream detection and parameter estimation pipelines.
By building the components of this simpler application correctly,
our hope is that such a goal can be achieved by straightforward
extension of the same tools, bringing the power of modern deep
learning algorithms to a wider base of users with diverse expertise.
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